Leukemia-lymphoma cell lines as model systems for hematopoietic research.
Continuous human leukemia-lymphoma (LL) cell lines comprise a rich self-renewing resource of accessible and manipulable living cells which has illuminated the pathophysiology of hematopoietic tumors as well as basic cell biology. The major key advantages of continuous cell lines are the unlimited supply and worldwide availability of identical cell material and their cryopreservation. LL cell lines are characterized generally by monoclonal origin and differentiation arrest, sustained proliferation in vitro with preservation of most cellular features, and specific genetic alterations. The most practical classification of LL cell lines assigns them to one of the physiologically occurring cell lineages, based on their immunophenotype, genotype and functional features. Truly malignant cell lines may be distinguished from Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-immortalized normal cells, using various operational and conceptual parameters. The characterization and publication of new LL cell lines provides important and informative core data which, by opening new avenues for investigation, have become ubiquitous powerful research tools that are available to every investigator by reference cell repositories. There is a need in the scientific community for clean and authenticated LL cell lines to which every scientist has access as offered by these institutionalized public cell line banks. A list of the most useful, robust and freely available reference cell lines is proposed in this review. Clearly, studies of LL cell lines have provided seminal insights into the biology of hematopoietic neoplasia.